
Senior Full Stack Developer - Full Time (Remote)

About the position
TaxCredible is seeking a creative and experienced full-stack developer to join our
engineering team. Help drive forward movement as we build a brand new platform to
change the landscape of business tax incentives!

Fully financed by its established parent company (Alpharesults), TaxCredible provides a
unique opportunity to join a team at the very early stages that isn't subject to the pitfalls of
other tech start-ups.

Who we want
We are looking for someone with general full-stack experience to help drive development
of the core functionality of our new technology, providing a solid foundation on which we
will build the rest of the platform.

As we expand our small and agile team, strong tangential tech skills are a must. Team roles
will blend and flex as we find our stride.

Candidates should be able to discuss their role in prior projects, and provide further insight
into how their contributions fit into a bigger picture.

Desired Attributes and Skills:
● Proven Senior-level development and team lead experience.
● Essential: Node (ExpressJS), VueJS, Web Components, MySQL, AWS, Linux admin,

HTML, CSS.
● You will also use: Docker.
● Ability to produce and consume well documented REST APIs.
● A solid understanding of multi-node architecture is critical, including typical systems

and their relationships. This also includes 3rd party vendor integrations.
● Productive when given broad requirements/constraints as well as working through

narrowly-defined tasks.
● Can easily understand a high level description of a target architecture and flesh out

the details from there.



● Does not blindly follow directions, but instead collaborates and contributes to the
best way to design a system or implement a spec.

● Can provide oversight to other developers. Can review commits and provide
feedback and training.

● Can document major subsystems so that other developers will understand how to
use them.

● Experience implementing an advanced subsystem such as: a recommendation
engine, platform integration layer, data synchronization mechanisms, etc.

● Experience building or leveraging tools to improve the development lifecycle (build
tools, CI/CD, automation, etc.)

We highly value:
● Excellent communication skills.
● Passionate, detail-oriented individuals.
● A broad understanding of Software Engineering concepts (versus experience with

the latest trends).
● Efficient, logical, legible and well-organized code and markup.
● An eagerness to learn and adapt.
● Experience working in a distributed team environment.

About TaxCredible
TaxCredible is a one-of-a-kind, connection SaaS platform for business tax incentives. As a
growing network of providers, CPAs, clients, and economic developers, TaxCredible enables
them to identify, provide, manage, obtain, and utilize state and federal business tax credits
and incentives. TaxCredible enables clients to stop worrying about missing out on valuable
incentives in a rapidly-changing economic and legislative environment – they have all the
insights needed to keep ahead of the curve, and our team helps manage everything – all in
one place.

What you can expect
● Expect to learn and grow with the company. We hope to foster a long term

relationship.
● Participate in the development of legacy and leading-edge proprietary technologies

and software including applications and reusable components.



● Contribute to regular testing via automated regression/unit tests and functional
testing.

● Provide support to internal and external stakeholders.
● Work closely with a remote/distributed development team from wherever you are

most comfortable and productive.
● Schedule is flexible, however regular work hours are expected to align with the

normal work day in US-based timezones.


